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NOTES OF JUDGE S PATEL ON SENTENCING 

 

[1] Ms Kushell, you appear for sentence having been found guilty of one charge 

of burglary and 15 charges of dishonestly using a document for pecuniary advantage, 

I was the trial Judge. 

[2] The facts are that the victim in this matter is an 82 year-old woman who lived 

alone in Papakura. You and she are not known to each other.  On the afternoon of  

4 July 2016 you entered her home while she was gardening in the back yard.  While 

you were there you stole two [Bank] cards from the victim’s purse.  The victim noticed 

you leaving and confronted you in the conservatory of her home. You told her that you 

were looking for another address. You had in your possession a letter which indicated 

the address that you were looking for. That informs me that this offending was planned 

in advance as you were forearmed with that information. 



 

 

[3] At about 5.00 pm that afternoon you telephoned the victim from a payphone. 

You posed as [a Bank] staff member and asked the victim to check if her bank cards 

were missing.  You told her that the cards had been used to withdraw money. The 

victim, upon looking at her wallet noticed that her cards were missing. You asked her 

then to confirm her pin numbers over the phone, saying this would be in order to cancel 

her cards.  Believing that you were someone from the [Bank] the victim gave you 

those pin numbers. 

[4] A few minutes later at 5.02 pm you arrived at an automatic teller machine in 

Papakura.  Between 5.02 pm and 5.06 pm you withdrew $4000 from her account.  The 

following day at 10.14 am you withdrew another $5900. In total $9900 was taken.  

Fortunately for the victim this has been reimbursed by her bank, however the bank is 

out of pocket.   

[5] In sentencing you today I need to take into consideration the purposes and 

principles of the Sentencing Act 2002. They include holding you to account for the 

harm that you have caused to the victim, to promote in you a sense of responsibility 

for what you have done, to denounce you, to deter you personally and other people 

from embarking on this type of offending bearing in mind that this offending is against 

a vulnerable member of our community given her age, to protect the community from 

you but also to promote rehabilitation and your reintegration into society and to impose 

the least restrictive outcome that is appropriate in the circumstances of the case. 

[6]  I need to determine a starting point of sentence for the offending, I do that 

having in mind the aggravating and mitigating features of the offending, that is what 

makes the offending more and less serious.  What makes it more serious is that, as I 

have said, the victim was vulnerable, she was 82 years old. It has been noted in 

previous decisions of this Court, in particular R v Puru 1, that offending against elderly 

women in their own home is a particularly aggravating feature of offending and it is 

in this case.  It was premeditated, as I have said you had with you a letter to show to 

the victim if indeed you were challenged on why you were at her home.  The amount 

of loss, $9900 is another aggravating feature.  This also involved entry into her 
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dwelling-house but however I do acknowledge that that is part and parcel of the charge 

of burglary. There has been an impact on the victim and I refer to the victim impact 

report in that regard. 

[7] There is no guideline case or tariff decision for either burglary or dishonesty 

using a document.  The starting point is informed by the aggravating and mitigating 

features and there are no mitigating features, The starting point is informed by 

previous cases and I have been supplied cases both by the Crown and your lawyer Mrs 

Gold.  I refer to Keenan v Police 2 which involved a similar factual background, in 

that case a sentence of two and a half years’ imprisonment was imposed.  Turner v R 

3, that involved an amount of $5000, 18 months’ imprisonment was imposed in that 

case and Rako v R 4, a starting point of 18 months’ imprisonment was imposed for 

offending involving $1800 and that was for 11 charges of dishonestly using a 

document.     

[8] Having considered all of those matters and the aggravating features that I have 

listed I consider that a starting point on the burglary charge is 18 months’ 

imprisonment and also consider that 18 months’ imprisonment is an appropriate 

starting point for the using document charges, so that brings me to 36 months’ 

imprisonment.  The starting point also ought to reflect the overall totality of the 

criminality in this case and I consider no downward adjustment ought to be made, so 

the starting point is 36 months’ imprisonment. 

[9] Now in adopting that starting point I have factored in a concession by the 

Crown that some downward adjustment ought to be made for the fact that you served 

out your previous sentence after you were recalled to prison. So I have made an 

allowance of three months for that otherwise it would have been a starting point of 39 

months’ imprisonment. 

[10] Now I turn to your personal factors. In terms of things that make it worse for 

you or aggravating features you have a number of previous convictions for dishonesty-
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type offending, 32 burglary convictions and 28 convictions of dishonestly using a 

document.  I should add that of those 32 convictions some of those are Youth Court 

notations but I do not take those into account.  There has been some discussion 

between the parties as to what appropriate uplift I ought to adopt for that previous 

offending.  I adopt an uplift of six months’ imprisonment and in making that uplift I 

have made an allowance of three months in taking into consideration the time that you 

spent on recall. So in total I have given an allowance of six months’ imprisonment for 

the fact that you were required to serve the full extent of your sentence for your 

previous offending.  That brings me to an adjusted starting point of 42 months’ 

imprisonment. 

[11] I then look to see if any downward adjustment ought to be made for your 

personal circumstances. At the time of the offending you were employed by  

Fulton Hogan. You do have qualities clearly that could make you a contributing 

member of society but it is up to you as to what path you go down.  In looking at the 

pre-sentence report and without going into too much detail you had a fairly difficult 

upbringing and that seems to have filtered through into your adult life.  You have 

received treatment for this but clearly there needs to be additional work done by you. 

It will not be easy if you are to try and stop what has been of late a vicious cycle of 

you serving terms of imprisonment, offending again, going back inside.  To me that is 

no way to live a life and I think you acknowledge that also but it will take considerable 

hard work and effort on your part.  I give you a discount of three months’ imprisonment 

for those personal factors.   

[12] There is no adjustment for a guilty plea because you went to trial.  In terms of 

your personal circumstances I have also taken into account the letters of apology that 

you have written to the victim and that the letter that you have addressed to me, it’s 

just a shame Ms Kushell that that acknowledgement was not there prior to the trial 

because you would have got a substantial discount if you had acknowledged this 

offending in a far earlier stage and the sentence that you would be facing then would 

be considerably less.    

[13] All right so taking consideration all of those adjustments I adopt a final 

sentence of 39 months’ imprisonment. 



 

 

[14] So on charge 1, that of burglary, you are sentenced to 39 months’ 

imprisonment. 

[15] On charges 2 to 16, being dishonestly using a document with pecuniary 

advantage, you are sentenced also to 39 months’ imprisonment on each charge but all 

of those sentences are concurrent, so it is 39 months’ imprisonment total.    

[16] I hope you use your time when serving your sentence constructively. 

 

 

 

S Patel 

District Court Judge 


